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Shipped Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.6-rev14
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.6-rev10
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6121.

OXUIB-1333 Font size not changeable at first try when having a signature configured
Raw formatting leads to tinymce losing a zero width no-break space. This results in an empty span,
which gets removed by tinymce for not holding text. This span is needed as the change in formatting
are applied to it.
This has been solved by Turning tinymce’s raw formatting off.
MWB-1549 Mail/drivemail save draft: bad folderid returned for external accounts
Wrong account identifier returned in composite mail folder identifier.
Solution: Return proper account identifier returned in composite mail folder identifier.
MWB-1548 Appsuite not able to use tokens correctly
Sessions were not correctly terminated in case of a token refresh error.
Properly terminate sessions in case of token refresh errors to solve this issue.
MWB-1512 Deleteuser fails with Error ’Invalid calendar user’
Stale reference in event data that is travered during user deletion.
Solution: Omit non-existing users when applying entity data after event was loaded from storage.
OXUIB-1052 Settings - Default App not needed for guest users
Check was only for numbers of apps, but it also needs another check for guest capabilities.
This has been fixed by also adding a check for guest capabilities.
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3.1

Changes relevant for Operators
Changes of Configuration Files

Change #SCR-1056 Configuration switch to enable support for Apple Mail color flags
Lean configuration switch ”com.openexchange.mail.supportAppleMailFlags” to enable support for
Apple Mail color flags. Defaults to false. Reloadable, but not config-cascade aware.
Change #SCR-1057 Configuration switch to enable sorting color labels by natural color
spectrum
Lean configuration switch ”com.openexchange.mail.orderColorFlagsNaturally” to enable sorting mail
color labels by natural color spectrum. Defaults to false. Reloadable, but not config-cascade aware.
Change #SCR-1041 Removed UID_NUMBER_START & GID_NUMBER_START properties
The UID_NUMBER_START & GID_NUMBER_START properties have been removed since they aren’t
needed anymore.
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3.2

Changes of Database Schema

Change #SCR-1042 Removed access to unix user related columns
Since some time the unix user related columns of the user and group tables are not used anymore
and are planned to be removed with the next release. Therefore all access to those columns have
been removed in preparation for that. For a smooth transition the existing columns have been adjusted to contain a default value.
The responsible update task runs in the background and does not block the schema, but it is required for all provisioning operations. This means that all provisioning operations will fail until this
task has finished. So please make sure to run this task before performing any provisioning operations.
Related Update Task: com.openexchange.groupware.update.tasks.AddDefaultsForUnixColumnsUpdateTask
Change #SCR-1043 Dropped unix user related columns
The unix user related columns ”gidNumber”, ”uidNumber”, ”homeDirectory” and ”loginShell” from
the tables ”user”, ”groups”, ”del_user” and ”del_groups” have been dropped since they are no longer
used.
Also the tables ”sequence_uid_number” and ”sequence_gid_number” has been dropped as well for
the same reason.
Related Update Task: com.openexchange.groupware.update.tasks.DropUnixUserRelatedColumnsUpdateTask
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on
both, a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration
testing. All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless
explicitly stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

OXUIB-1333, MWB-1549, MWB-1548, MWB-1512, OXUIB-1052,
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